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Abstract:

Small and medium-sized enterprises collaborate with partners to develop highly innovative and knowledgeintensive products. Collaboration models describe in detail how this goal can be achieved. These models
can be supported by an implemented and executable version thereof. This paper describes an implementation
of a collaboration model from the European research project SmartNets using an automated interpretation of
artifacts. We explain the collaboration model, describe the implementation and evaluate our proposed solution
by means of an example from one of the projects industrial networks.

1

INTRODUCTION

Increasing complexity of products and processes,
condensed product life-cycles, quickly changing market requirements and globalized competition are major challenges that companies, and in particular European small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),
have to face. The key to mastering these challenges
is an effective and efficient development, production
and marketing of new products, processes, and services. For many SMEs, due to their limited availability of resources and their concentration on core
competences and niche markets, it is very difficult to
elaborate such innovations from the idea to the final
product completely on their own. Therefore, more
and more, SMEs collaborate with trusted partners in
loosely coupled development networks to combine
their knowledge and resources and to share the associated risks (Mazzarol and Reboud, 2008). Even
though there are several examples of success, the lack
of appropriate methods and tools to support conjoint
innovation within networks is still hampering the effectivity and efficiency of such collaboration (Dooley
and O’Sullivan, 2007). The objective of the European
research project SmartNet is to develop and to evaluate methods and tools supporting collaborative development and production networks in the product development, in network coordination and in the trans-

formation from development to production1 . For that,
SmartNet follows the concept of the smart organization (Filos, 2006).
Social software solutions as information and communication technologies could play a crucial role as
enabler for collaboration in future. They support the
conjoint documentation, exchange and elaboration of
information, and with the help of appropriate ICT systems, process models can be implemented and enacted, promoting and supporting the use of these processes in the daily work. Although social software
provides manifold possibilities for a better support of
these challenges, current research is mainly focused
on the use of social software for advertising and marketing purposes (van Osch and Coursaris, 2013). We
argue that social software can be used to endorse a
better support for collaborative product development.
In the following, the SmartNet Collaboration
Model, a model for collaboration in development
and production networks developed in the course of
SmartNet will be introduced. It will be demonstrated
how the model has been implemented on the projects
collaboration platform Tricia. Special attention will
be given to the SmartNet Navigator, a tool to assess
the process status of a development project. This processes status is automatically computed with an own
1 https://www.smart-nets.eu/,
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Figure 1: Reference
process - key element of the SmartNet Collaboration Model (Lau et al., 2012)

substitution language that is utilized to present the
current progress of the involved artifacts in an interactive visualization. Its application in collaborative
product development will be evaluated with an example from a project dealing with the conjoint development of an innovative motorcycle helmet.

2

SMARTNET COLLABORATION
MODEL

In the operative planning, execution and control of
collaborative innovation activities, there are several
questions, which will continuously come up throughout the development. Six generalized key questions
have been identified which will emerge in one or another form (Lau et al., 2009):
• What do I have to do, and when shall I do it?
• How can it be done?
• Who can do it?
• How can I do what, and when?
• What shall I do when and with whom?
• How can I collaborate with whom?
The SmartNet Collaboration Model provides answers
to these questions by connecting three key elements of
collaborative development: process model for development and production, internal and external actors,
innovation management methods and techniques (Lau
et al., 2009). Each element is described in detail with
numerous instances, e.g. with a list of roughly eighty

actual methods and forty-eight process activities. Figure 1 shows the complete reference process, to which
we will refer later on when discussing the particular
part of the SmartNet Navigator.
The relations between these three elements will be
attributed with values indicating support potential, i.e.
for which step in the process, which kind of actor is
best suited to be involved (Lau et al., 2012). A dedicated processing model is provided which explains
how these structures can be applied in the practice of
collaborative networks (Lau, 2012).

2.1

Implementation of the model on a
collaboration platform

We implemented the above-described collaborative
process utilizing the Hybrid Wiki extension (cf.
e.g. (Matthes et al., 2011)) of the Enterprise 2.0 platform Tricia. Hybrid Wikis are based on a non-rigid
typed system. They allow users to alter respective
models at runtime by modifying the contained data
on which it is based. Attributes and entities can be
added or removed by end-users in such an intuitive
manner that the actual process of modeling, steps into
the background and users are first and foremost concerned about their data (data first, schema second).
2.1.1

Tricia - Hybrid Wiki for enterprise
collaboration

With Hybrid Wikis, collaborative work that is commonly based on a model in particular can profit from
the lightweight modeling approach. Hybrid Wikis do

not require a special syntax for modeling or contributing data, i.e. everyone may add and manage information/knowledge, which is commonly referred to as
crowd sourcing. Besides the typical unstructured content, a Hybrid Wiki page also includes structured content consisting of key value pairs (e.g. management
activity type and process phase in Figure 2). By default, an attribute added by an end-user is of the type
string.
The type can also be assigned to a value explicitly, which can be regarded as the schema definition.
A small icon appears to indicate that this is a type defined by a so-called type definition. The actual type
assignment of a wiki page is as simple as adding ordinary tags to a web 2.0 page. By assigning such a Type
Tag, the type definition refers to this concept (here:
activity type). In such a definition, each attribute may
be assigned a type, i.e. string, number, date, enumeration, or a link to another page. In the latter case, also
the type of the target page can be specified. With these
type definitions, Hybrid Wikis cover the range from
not at all typed to strictly typed (mandatory attributes
with cardinalities) meta-models as in common relational database systems. Once defined, the type definition is applied to all instances of this type of pages.

	
  

Figure
	
   2: Attributes of the activity type

2.1.2

Elements of the collaboration platform on
Tricia

For the implementation of the SmartNet Collaboration Model the extended functionalities of Hybrid

Wikis are essential. These above described functionalities enable a contextualization of simple pages
to combine textual descriptions of process activities,
methods and actors and relations between these entities. The implementation of the collaboration model
was started with the reference process in Figure 1 because of its guideline characteristic. Every single activity that is mentioned in this process is implemented
as a page of a special type, which is called activity
type. All activity types consist at least of an explanation on what this activity is about and its position in
the reference process. The position in the reference
process is described by the process phase to which an
activity belongs and by its management activity type
from other activity types to identify possible previous
steps in the process. Accordingly, reverse relations
that can be found under Incoming Links in Figure 2
point out potential following steps. The storage of
that information enables the implementation of a kind
of workflow to suggest possible next steps on the basis which activity types were already finished. This
kind of structuring allows adapting the reference process very flexibly to specific needs of different fields
of application. Due to the fact that these activity types
are one of the key elements of the collaboration model
these adaptations affect all other derived tools like the
SmartNet Navigator, which is deeply related to the
reference process. The second element of the collaboration model, which is already implemented on
Tricia, is a methodology to support the development
and the collaboration in the networks. In a first step,
around eighty methods - suitable for the application
in enterprise networks and across companys borders
- were identified and described on the project platform. These descriptions consist of basic information
about the methods with strengths and weaknesses and
application guidelines to support the project partner
in implementing the methods into their development
projects. Also actors are implemented in a similar approach as type tag with various attributes, identifying
mostly their positioning in the supply chain. By this,
it will be possible to extract information about actors
from models of the network topology of the project
networks. Finally, the relations between the key elements of the collaboration model were built. For
that, more information is required. For example, to
describe methods sufficiently, it is necessary to identify:
• Which results can be reached by applying the
methods,
• The activity types for which the methods are suitable, and
• Their contribution to knowledge management, including required and created knowledge.

Figure 3: Meta-model of the described SmartNet collaboration model

All this information was documented using the hybrid attributes of the Tricia system either by building
relations to other information (e.g. for the different
degrees of suitability), using prepared enumerations
(e.g. to categorize the method type and the building blocks of knowledge management (Probst et al.,
1998)) or normal text (e.g. to specify input and output
knowledge). By using all this data it will be possible
to answer the six key questions presented in Section 2
in future.
2.1.3

SmartNet Navigator - Tool for automated
status analysis

The automated status analysis is performed using a
substitution language developed within the Hybrid
Wiki project that can be used to query the data (attributes) of the collaboration model. Their computation is based upon a meta-model that is shown in
Figure 3. The collaboration model consists of several meetings that are part of a development project.
Meetings can contain activity types that might require
preceding activities as input. They can also be related
with a management activity type, e.g. project management, network management, and a development
phase, e.g., production and marketing.
An example instance for an activity type is shown
in Figure 2. Result pages are used to document the
findings from different activity types in a development project. Activity types also contain tasks that are
assigned to respectively by users. Every task contains
a starting date and a deadline until the task has to be
finished. The progress of the status is tracked with

an attribute task status. In addition, a development
project can have several users who are responsible for
the project.
Figure 4 shows an example for the computation of
states for the process phase. Variable allStati is computed containing all states from a particular process
phase by selecting all activitiy types from this phase.
The state of an activity is retrieved with a function
called statusOfActivityType. In the second variable
valid combinations for the visualizations of the resulting state are stored. Only in case both values are finalized (or open) the aggregated value is finalized (or
in-progress). In case the variable allStati is empty, the
process phase is regarded as finalized. Alternatively,
the variable is not empty and a higher-order function
is used to compute the aggregated value of all containing activities.

3

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

The SmartNet Navigator is applied in all three industrial networks of the SmartNet Project. From the beginning of the project all partners started documenting their development activities such as meetings and
tasks by using the Tricia platform. Using the possibilities of the hybrid attributes, provided by the platform,
enables the industrial partners to extend the basic information with additional data as for instance starting date and deadline for tasks and participants and
location for meetings. In addition to this very content specific information they related all their development activities on the one hand to certain develop-

	
  

statusOfProcessPhase
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

let allStati = find("activity type", "Process phase", ph)
.select(?(at) (this.statusOfActivityType(at))) in
let combine = ?(s1,s2) (
s1.equals("finalized").and(s2.equals("finalized")) ? "finalized"
: s1.equals("open").and(s2.equals("open")) ? "open" : "in-progress") in
allStati.isEmpty() ? "finalized" :
allStati.aggregate(combine, allStati.first())

Figure 4:statusOfActivityType
Code listing computing states of the process phase executed when loading the SmartNavigator
10:
11:
12:
13:

let meetingStatus = this.statusOfMeetings(at) in
let taskStatus = this.statusOfTasks(at) in
this.noResultsForActivityType(at) ? (

In this network context
the enterprises need some
ment projects and14:on the
other hand to activity types.
meetingStatus.equals("open").and(taskStatus.equals("open"))
? "open"
: ( meetingStatus.equals("finalized")
space
where
they
are
able
to
collaborate, share knowlThe following15:
chapters
give
an
exemplary
view
of
16:
.and(taskStatus.equals("finalized")) ? "finalized" : "in-progress")
edge and information, document and coordinate their
17: of the)industrial
: "finalized"
the situation in one
networks with a
work with each other. For this specific network that
short description of the network and the targeted prodparticipates in the SmartNet Project the partners use
uct and the realization of the SmartNet Navigator.
the project collaboration platform ’Tricia’ to face all
these issues.
3.1 Introduction to the Innovative
Typically for the industry sectors, documentation
Helmet Network
will only be done if it is either recommended or required due to quality or risk assurance or the enterThe Innovative Helmet Network (IHN) mainly conprises really can benefit from it. Thus, the SmartNet
sists of three SMEs that are supported by a research
Navigator has to consolidate the documentation of all
organization and a consultancy. Together they are
development activities to show the current status of
developing a new motorcycle helmet, which will be
the collaborative development project. This automatmade out of completely new materials with special
ically interpreted status supports the coordination of
properties. This new helmet will reach a new level in
the collaborative product development project.
protection and will give more freedom to the designer
For the IHN this means that all meetings, tasks and
especially in shape and size. Besides the development
results that were documented on the project platform
of this new helmet, the network also develops new
are related to activity types and to the development
production technologies and processes to increase the
project they contribute to. Based on the rules exemeffect of the new material.
plarily described in Section 2.1.3 the SmartNet NavTo handle the arising challenges, the core of the
igator application calculates the current status of the
network consists of a chemical company which is redevelopment project and visualizes (cf. e.g. (Hauder
sponsible for the development of the material and its
et al., 2012)) the result as shown in Figure 5.
processing, a product engineering and manufacturing
This example shows that the IHN has collected
company which has a lot of experience in the developand
formulated their ideas (M2 is finalized; colored
ment and production of protection gears for different
green)
on how this new motorcycling helmet should
fields of application and which will be the manufacprotect
its bearer. They are currently working on the
turer of the final helmet.
processing
of the new material to set up several protoThe third partner in the network is an engineertypes
of
the
complete helmet. Parts of it like the inner
ing consultancy with main focus on technical deshell
have
already
been tested against the homologasign, which supports both other partners and cotion
criteria
(see
Prototype
test (α-test) in Figure 5).
ordinates the collaboration during the development
Obviously,
the
SmartNet
Navigator in Figure 5
phases. Both associated partners support the network
reveals
several
open
(grey)
or
in-progress (orange)
in general issues, e.g., management and protection of
modules
and
activity
types
owing
to insufficient docuintellectual property rights (IPRs), the application of
mentation
or
switching
between
several
activities and
innovation management methods and the SmartNet
forgetting
to
finalize
or
start
them.
In
both
cases the
Collaboration Model.
SmartNet Navigator reminds the team on the one hand
to finalize the activities and on the other hand to col3.2 SmartNet Navigator supporting the
lect all information they may need in later activities
development network
when it is easy to get them. A second big advantage
for the network or single decision makers is to get a
quick overview on the current status of the developProduct development is a complex and challenging
ment.
topic in particular in networks of several enterprises.

Figure 5: The SmartNet Navigator of the Innovative Helmet Network with an automated interpretation of artifacts

	
  

4

CONCLUSIONS

The SmartNet Navigator helps enterprises acting in
collaborative networks to identify states of development projects. Network partners highly esteemed this
aggregated view, as it gives a good overview at a single glance and serves as a nice instrument to evaluate
the information basis. The information about the current state will be used for further implementation of
tools supporting the application of the collaboration
model itself, e.g. by using the information to propose
methods and techniques of innovation management to
the users or to recommend network partners.
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